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The Bastar Vishwavidyalaya (BVV) one of the major institutions of higher education in Bastar Regions which predominated by tribal communities is largely devoted to post graduate studies and is widely known for its excellence in research and for its distinguished faculty.

The campus located near Dharampura-2 in Jagdalpur, has immense bio-diversity and a place of silent learning which give the campusa natural beauty. With 5 different Departments in 2 Schools of study, the Vishwavidyalaya has over 100 staff and faculties and over 150 students.

The Bvv motto is to enhance the capacities of the disadvantaged and preserve the human values for future generation, The doctoral studies have been proposed to be started at the University and the new courses like English, Hindi, politics and Tourism and Hospital management are coming up. The faculty of the Bastar Vishwavidyalaya has a high national and international awards and participated in national and international seminars.

The BVV has built up a reputation for providing high quality academic training and has been recognized through a number of awards. The entire campus has been connected on 1 Gbps connectivity, Wi-fi enabled and this facilitates networking, vital for sustaining academic activity. In terms of infrastructure and other collateral support, the University has been proactive. Under the Vishwavidyalaya, there are 30 affiliated UG and PG Colleges are rendering services in hrd terrain.

The BVV has a good Library and has a collection of more than 20000 books and other reference material and subscribes to foreign journals and online journals. The BVV has been considerable growth in the past few years, With the introduction of new courses of study, new disciplines, and new inittatives.

The Bastar Vihwavisyalaya is growing and it reaches the desired standards of human well-being.